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Buck Ellison's self-titled solo exhibition at
Ratio 3, his first at the gallery, humorously
and slyly takes the affluent American upper
crust as its abstracted subject. Bright and
sharp, Ellison's photos catch snippets of the
quintessential country-club air. Rolex Jump,
CHIO Aachen, Design Frank Rothenberger,
Cardinali-Rothenberger GmbH (2012), a
crisp, press-worthy shot of a classic green
and yellow, freshly manicured equestrian
riding field complete with Rolex-sponsored
jumping mounts, is juxtaposed with
haphazard studies of mundane objects
such as trash bags and fennel stalks. In the
compositions In a weak moment and Only the 
horse knows how the saddle fits (both 2013), the 
backgrounds are made of forms and test sheets 
filled in with scrawled handwriting and pages 
from magazines. Others, like Zahnarztsohne 
(2013), both celebrate and probe the simplicity of 
understated luxury staples by honing in on just the 
middle section of a polo shirt, so enlarged as to 
pronounce its textured grain, teased threads and 
its familiar striped precision.

Ellison is traditional in that he produces
straightforward meditations on specific
objects, including range rovers, fresh
octopus on ice and shingled country
homes. However, his images also possess
a composed, premeditative quality akin to
the flattening effects of advertising. It is
almost as if while meandering from image to
image within the gallery one were casually
flipping the pages of some glossy catalogue.
Through this perspective, common scenes
like those so simply captured by Ellison's
camera take on a representational character
in which a husky becomes the husky, a
country home becomes the country home.

Ellison not only presents a colorful slice
of stereotypical Americana, he also takes
landscape and portraiture to their reflexive
-even absurd- limits. The show congeals

around a deeply felt tone of restraint. Like the
highbrow world Ellison pieces together, with
each image distinctly placed apart from one
another on the gallery walls, a unique blend
of branding and conservatism is crafted.
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